BioZone 6
™

The Next Level In
Single-Cell Pharmacology

®

A New Standard For Single-Cell Pharmacology
Biozone 6 is a brand new concept for direct single-cell pharmacology from Fluicell, developed
to meet the high quality demands set by pharmaceutical research. With Biozone 6, it is possible
to generate precise dose-response curves or study the effects of multiple drug compounds
directly on individual cells. With one single Biozone 6 pipette tip, it is possible to target cells
individually using up to six different solutions.
Biozone 6 is carefully designed to minimize cross-talk between the different channels and has
been optimized for short sub-second rise and fall times, resulting in very sharp transition when
switching between solutions. The microfluidic design requires just microliters of compound,
with very little consumption, making Biozone 6 perfect for experiments using scarce or
valuable substances.
With Fluicell’s confined flow technology, Biozone 6 enables the user to perform singlecell assays directly in the cells’ native environment, without the need for any cell sorting or
dispensing. The flexible free-standing design allow Biozone 6 to be used with almost any
microscope setup and can easily be combined with other sample manipulation or probe
technologies.

Biozone 6
Highlights

Target individual cells with
high precision

Multiple compounds and
concentration levels

Contamination and crosstalk-free
Sub-second solution switching

Keep cells in their native environment

Use with any inverted microscope
Create custom protocols

Small sample volume
< 50 µL per compound

Biozone 6
Performance

Biozone 6 is a unique research tool that enables you to perform experiments
on individual cells in their native environment. Using Fluicell’s confined flow
technology, Biozone 6 creates a cell-sized (50-120 µm long) exposure zone
within the sample volume.
The size of the exposure zone is controlled by a pressurized flow balance.
The content of the flow is pneumatically selected from the six loaded solutions. Switching between different solutions is rapid, with sub-second rise
and fall times, operated by a simple button press in the Biozone 6 Wizard
software. This way, Biozone 6 lets you precisely control how much, when
and were you want to expose the cell or cells of your choosing.
Biozone 6 is designed to be compatible with most micromanipulators, allowing you top precisely position the tip right next to the cell or cells of interest.
Just 30 µL of each compound is required to achieve an active run time of
approximately 60 minutes per channel.
The recirculating flow that creates the confined exposure zone also ensures
that there is no contamination of the native cell solution. Additionally, the
internal recirculation inside the device prevents any crosstalk between the
six different solution channels.

Precise positioning
Position the Biozone tip right next to the cells you want to study and establish
single-cell exposure zones. Switch solutions without the need to reposition the tip to
create dose-response studies in one single location. With Biozone 6, you can target
everything from individual cells to groups of cells and parts of dense cell layers.

Concentration

Confined exposure zones
Biozone 6 creates a hydrodynamically confined
exposure region that limits compound delivery to only
the part of the sample that you want to study. The low
compound consumption makes Biozone 6 perfect for
scarce and valuable samples.

Switching between channels
10 s exposure/channel
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Test multiple compounds
With Biozone 6, you can test up to six different compounds or concentration levels in one go, using a single
disposable tip. Efficient sub-second solution switching between channels, coupled with rapid rise and fall
times, ensures that the flow from each separate channel is clearly separated in the experiment. The low
flow rates enable effective run times up to 60 minutes per channel. The Biozone Wizard software lets you,
in an easy way, set up custom protocols to automate your single-cell experiments.

Crosstalk and contamination-free
Efficient internal and external recirculation (red arrows)
ensures that there is little to no contact between fluid
streams removing crosstalk between the different
solution channels, while ensuring no contamination of
the ambient solution environment.

Biozone 6
Details
Disposable Biozone Tips
The Biozone tip is made from of a flexible
medical grade elastomer and can be used
to deliver up to 6 different solutions.

Biozone Holder
The Biozone holder connects each solution well of the
pipette tip individually with the pressure controller. It has
been designed to be compatible with most standard
types of micromanipulator for easy positioning.

Controller*
The pressure controller contains pressure and vacuum
sources, with precise solution switching achieved
through the use of miniature solenoid valves. External
communication is possible using standard TTL signals.
*Multiple product variants available

Software
The Biozone 6 Wizard software enables easy configuration
and use of the Biozone 6 system. Biozone 6 Wizard allows
independent control of each pressure line and solution
delivery. It also includes a scripting module that lets you
create custom protocols and automate experiments.

Biozone 6
Specifications
b

Tip specifications
Tip length

65 mm (a)

Tip width

10 mm (b)

No deliverable solutions

6

Reservoir volume

30 µL

Tip-width

500 µm (d)
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Channel specifications
Channel size

30 × 30 µm (c)

Channel-channel separation*

20 µm (e)

Channel-bottom separation*

15 µm

Switching point distance*

350 µm (f)

Switching point length

230 µm (g)
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*Measured at the tip

Flow specifications

i

Exposure length

50-120 µm (h)

Exposure width

100-130 µm (i)

Exposure volume

0.2-1 nL

Switching fall and rise times

0.5,0.2 s

Waste fill time

60-80 min

Solution run time

60 min (active)
270 min (passive)
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